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   - Introduction of Government ICT policy on how does the policy assist people (i.e. women, children, SME) to improve their ICT skills as well as establish their own business.

2. ADOC Center in "your Country"
   - How does your ADOC Center cooperate with Government ICT policy.
   - What kind of training courses are offered to assist people (i.e. women, children, SME) to improve their ICT skills as well as establish their own business.
   - Experiences on difficulties and how to overcome the obstacles.

3. Successful Stories
   - Sharing successful stories of trainees on what kind of ICT training courses they took, how they apply those ICT skills learnt from the training courses and benefit from those ICT skills

4. Future Perspectives of ADOC Center
   - The future plan of the ADOC center
   - Future digital opportunities for the trainees
   - Possible difficulties that ADOC center might have in the future
Khon Kaen is in northeastern of Thailand.
445 Km. from Bangkok.
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Government Policy on ICT

To increase opportunities for youth to access computers

To increase the number of people who has the computer skill
There are 8 courses
- Introduction to internet
- Introduction to computer basic skill
- Introduction to web design
- Introduction to word typing
- Introduction to outlook
- Introduction to MSN
- Introduction to Microsoft office
- Introduction to Chinese language
The number of trainees is increase from 836 in 2008 to 636 in the half of 2009.

There are 4 groups of trainees:
- Housewife
- Unemployment
- Students
- Youths